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A series of laboratory experimentswere conducted to determine the magnitude of laminar flow
interferenceeffectsat fractureintersections.Circular conduitswere usedin theseexperimentsto maintain
strict dimensionaltolerance,and the intersectionhead loss,if expressedin terms of equivalentlengthof
straightconduit,shouldbe the sameorder of magnitudefor a circularpipe as for a parallelplate fracture
model. The resultsindicatethat interferenceeffectsat intersections
are negligiblysmall in most fracture
systemswhen flow is in the laminar regime.

The bulk of groundwater seepagein most natural rock
massesoccursthrough smallbut relativelypermeablefractures
rather than throughthe lesspermeableporesof the rock itself.
Our recentefforts to mathematicallymodel flow in networks
of fractures [Wilson and Witherspoon,1974] have led to a
laboratory investigationof the magnitudeof flow interference
and head losseffectsat the point where two conductingfractures

cross.

Intersection head loss in a conduit of any shape can be
normalizedby beingexpressedin termsof an equivalentlength
of straight conduit. A constantproportionality existsbetween
laminar hydraulic conductivity in parallel plates, which are
often usedto model fractures,and in circularpipes.Becauseof

this proportionality,intersectionhead losses,whenexpressed
in terms of equivalentlengthof straightconduit,shouldbe of
the sameorder of magnitudein circular pipes as in parallel
plates.In our experiments,two perpendicularintersectingcircular pipes with identical diameters were used to model two
small intersectingfractures.
A schematicdrawing of the laboratory equipmentis shown
in Figure 1. The intersectionelementwasmadeby drilling and
reaming two identical 4.724 -1-0.025 mm diameter holesinto a
small block of clear plastic approximately7.6 X 7.6 cmø'and
2.5 cm thick. Copper pipe with the sameinterior diameterwas
used to conduct flow into the intersection
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Fig. 1. A schematicdrawing of the laboratory equipment.
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disturbance.The remaining conduit was of flexible plastic
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Fig. 2. A photographof an intersectionwith Q•. • 0.6Q• and Re• • 1000. The incomingwater in channel2 is dyed and
exits the intersection

as a narrow

band

in channel
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tubing to allow the head tanks to be raised and lowered.

and flow rates were measured

Deaired water was used in all tests,and temperatureswere

these last two flow rates gave the total rate with cross flow.
All testswere run on a symmetricnetwork, channel 1 being
the same length as channel 2. The results show a definite net
reduction of flow in the systemduring simultaneousoperation
except at very low flow rates, where the Reynolds number was
lessthan 100 and errors attained significantmagnitudes. For
the range of dischargesstudied,the amount of head lossat the
intersectionappearsto be only slightlydependenton the relative dischargesQ• and Q2 in the intersectingchannels(Q2/Q•
ratios rangedfrom 0.5 to 1.2) but was greatly dependentupon
the magnitude of the discharges.
The selection of clear plastic for the intersection element
permitted direct observation of the flow paths of the dyed
waters. Little or no mixing was evident in the intersection at
the relatively low flow rates used,and the individual flow paths
of the dyed waters appearedas quite distinct bands of color. A
photographof one suchexperiment(Figure 2) showsthe state
of flow in the intersectionwhen the dischargeof dark water in
channel 2 is about 60% of the discharge of clear water in
channel 1. The flow paths do not cross,and the dark water in
channel 2 turns at right angles and exits the intersection as a

closely monitored.
The experimentaltechniquefollowed was to determinetotal
flow in the system both with and without cross flow in the
intersection while maintaining constant entrance and exit
heads.In referenceto Figure 1, flow was initiated in channel 1
alone, no flow being in channel 2. The flow rate and the head
at the intersectionwere measured.Flow was then stoppedin
channel 1 without changingthe head or moving the flexible
tubing and was initiated in channel 2 alone. First, heads in
channel 2 were adjusted to give the same head at the
intersectionas was measuredwhen channel 1 was flowing
alone,and second,the flow rate in channel2 was madeapproximately the sameas that in channel1. The sum of the flow rates
measuredwhen each channelwas flowing alone gave the total
flow rate without crossflow. Then without changingthe heads

or flexibletubing, both channelswere openedsimultaneously,
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for each channel.

The sum of

bandedportionof theflowin channel1.Althoughit cannotbe
seen, a similar portion of the clear water entering the intersection in channel 1 is turned at right angles and leaves the
intersection
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rate at which the banded waters leaving the intersection in
channel 1 eventually intermingle and losetheir separateidentities dependson the velocity of flow in that channel.
Experimental results are presentedin Figure 3. The percent
reduction in discharge due to intersection interference is
plotted as a function of the Reynolds number. The measured
decreaseattained a value of about 4% at a Reynoldsnumber of
800, which representedthe threshold of turbulent flow in the
test network. As the flow rate approaches zero, intersection
lossesbecome negligibly small.
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the intersectionwas found to be equivalent to a length of

aboutfivepipediameters,flow beingat a Reynoldsnumberof
100.As the dischargewasincreased,the headlossapproached
approximately30 diametersat thethxeshold
of turbulentflow.
If flow interferenceeffectsare of the sameorderof magnitude for platelikefracturesas for circularconduits,the head
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lossat a fracture intersectionwould be equivalentto a length

of aboutfive aperturesfor flow rateswith Reynoldsnumbers
z

0

of about

100. In the case of a 0.01-cm

fracture with similar

fracturesintersectingperpendicularlyevery 10 cm, the error
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involvedin ignoringthe intersectionwould be approximately
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one half of 1%. This error is very low, and in caseswherethe
ONE
w
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flow rate is small, interferenceeffectsat fracture intersections
Fig. 4. Equivalentlength of pipe, in termsof pipe diameter,neces- can be ignored safely.
sary to producethe samehead lossas one intersection.
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theexperimental
result•s
plottedin Figure3 andgiveequivalent
lengthsfor the smoothcopperpipe usedin the experiments.
The friction factor for this pipe was only about 10%greater
than the theoreticalvaluefor ideallysmoothpipe.Head lossat
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